Java Runtime Environment Usage Metrics

http://java.com/en/data/index.jsp

About Java Usage Metrics
First Your Privacy and Anonymity
During download, installation or automatic updates of the Java Runtime Environment (hereafter referred to as
"Java"), Oracle does not collect or track any personally identifiable information (such as names or email
addresses) about you, or associate your online behavior with personally identifiable data.
We do collect a limited set of information that is not personally identifiable. It is anonymous technical data
commonly known as "telemetry." For an element-by-element description of what is collected and how it helps
us, details are available (/en/data/details.jsp) .

We Collect this Data to Measure Our Own Performance, Diagnose Problems, and Improve
Your Experience
The purpose of the telemetry transmitted to Oracle during the Java installation and auto-update process is to
find any technical problems or anomalies that occur, so we can understand and correct them. It's similar to a car
mechanic's practice of plugging into your engine's diagnostic port to identify performance issues (not to identify
the car's owner!). The issues we identify could be anything from a missing file or compatibility with a new
browser release to a server overload. But your privacy and anonymity are not compromised by our collecting this
telemetry — but it's what helps to improve the experience to try to ensure that you will always have a successful
experience.

If You Want to Know More
For a more detailed explanation about Oracle's performance data collection, please click here (/en/data
/details.jsp) .

If You Would Like to Disable the Collection of this Data
If you wish to disable the collection and transmission of the telemetry during your initial Java download and
installation, please download the full 'offline installer' (/en/download/manual.jsp) version, and make sure you are
not connected to the Internet when you install it.
Once you download and install Java, the software's automatic update feature will continue to send telemetry to
Oracle with each subsequent automatic update. However, you can disable automatic updates (/autoupdate/) by
following the directions on the FAQ.
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